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OVERVIEW OF PLAYBOOK 

The Port of Seattle’s Equity in Budgeting Playbook (EBP) is designed to integrate explicit considerations 
of racial equity into decisions, including policies, practices, programs, and ultimately, Departmental 
budgets. Using this tool will help you develop strategies and actions that reduce inequities, with a 
particular focus on racial inequities, and improve success for everyone. 

The EBP is both a product and a process. At the Division level, this playbook creates a process for the 
organization to measure how much we are spending to advance equity, and all Divisions must submit 
information about budget items that qualify as equity spending according to a specific definition. This 
gives the organization a better understanding of how our budget is contributing to our equity goals, and 
it tells the story of the specific areas that we are investing in to advance equity. 

 Following a Commission Equity Policy Directive issued in the spring of 2023, a cross-departmental team 
worked together to develop a specific definition for equity spending. This team then worked with all 
departments to conduct a review of spending items from the past four years to measure the percentage 
of Port expenses that met the equity spending definition. The team also worked to separate equity 
spending into distinct categories to tell a more complete story of what investments we are making with 
the goal of advancing equity, diversity, and inclusion. This work is now referred to as the Equity 
Spending and Accountability Initiative (ESAP) and will serve as a baseline for tracking our progress in 
subsequent budget cycles, and you can access this analysis in this Excel sheet. 

At the Department level, this playbook includes a set of questions to guide Port Departments in 
assessing how budget requests align with and advance department equity goals, meet employee 
training and development needs, and incorporate the input of employees and communities into the 
budgeting process. Use of the EBP aligns with the Port’s Century Agenda Goal 5, the Executive Director 
Priorities, our R.A.I.S.E values, and the recommendations of the 2021 Equity Assessment.  

In 2021, the Port’s first Budgeting with Equity Tool was incorporated into the 2022 departmental 
budgeting process, and in 2023, the tool was updated and renamed the 2023 Equity in Budgeting 
Playbook. This 2024 playbook is the latest iteration of this tool and will be used to inform 2024 budgets.  

We Lead with Racial Equity 

The Port defines equity as the fair treatment, access, opportunity, and advancement for all people while 
striving to identify and eliminate barriers that have prevented the full participation of communities 
historically oppressed. Improving equity involves increasing justice and fairness with the procedures and 
processes of institutions or systems and a fair, intentional distribution of resources.  

Racial equity is when race is no longer a predictor of life outcomes and outcomes for all groups are 
improved. We lead our equity work with a focus on racial equity because racial oppression is so 
foundational to our country’s origins — from mass exploitation of Native American populations to the 
enslavement of Black Americans — and it forms the language, logic, and structure for all types of 
discrimination. Additionally, leading with racial equity allows us to have a specific, strategic focus that 
we can use to develop structural approaches for all forms of oppression.  

While we lead this work with a focus on racial equity, we know that racism is not the only inequity we 
need to address. We value an intersectional approach to our efforts to advance equity. Intersectionality 

https://portseattle.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/sites/fbcompass/Shared%20Documents/Equity%20in%20Budgeting/2024/2024%20Equity%20Spending%20Budget.xlsx?d=wef2699180e714d18bf248a4e2ae6af73&csf=1&web=1&e=G9pS3k
https://www.portseattle.org/sites/default/files/2021-07/Equity%20Budgeting%20-%20Roll-out%20with%20images.pdf
https://www.portseattle.org/sites/default/files/2022-07/2023%20Equity%20in%20Budgeting%20Playbook.pdf
https://www.portseattle.org/sites/default/files/2022-07/2023%20Equity%20in%20Budgeting%20Playbook.pdf
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is a framework for understanding how aspects of a person’s or group’s social identities combine to 
create varying degrees of advantage and disadvantage. The Port’s Women of Color Assessment is an 
example of an intersectional approach to advancing equity, understanding the experiences, 
disadvantages, and barriers that are created at the intersection of race and gender.  

How Does Equity Relate to Budgeting?  

Our budget is both a fiscal and moral document. It reflects our priorities and values – both to the 
communities we serve and to ourselves.  

The mission of the Port of Seattle is to promote economic opportunities and quality of life in the region 
by advancing trade, travel, commerce, and job creation in an equitable, accountable, and 
environmentally responsible manner. The Port’s values are respect, anti-racism and equity, integrity, 
stewardship, and excellence (aka R.A.I.S.E.). And, the Port has a Century Agenda goal, among other 
goals, of becoming a “model of equity, diversity, and inclusion.” Our budget should reflect all of this.   

Additionally, we know bias and oppression are embedded in our society, systems, and our organization. 
If we fail to acknowledge this and thus fail to account for it, we perpetuate it, even if it is unintentional. 
To advance equity, we must consistently and consciously embed an equity lens into our processes and 
work. As a result, equity must be centered in our budgeting process and creation.  

BEST PRACTICES FOR EQUITY IN BUDGETING 

Apply an intersectional, racial equity lens: Racial inequities are not random, natural, or inevitable. It is 
essential to use a racial equity lens when changing programs, plans, and policies that may perpetuate 
inequities, and when developing new programs, plans, and policies. “An equity lens” simply refers to the 
process conducted, and the questions asked, to help us consider and account for the impact of the 
decisions we make, especially the impact on structurally excluded communities. By using an 
intersectional, racial equity lens, we will gain awareness on how budgetary decisions may unfairly 
burden or benefit different communities, particularly communities of color. This also means that we 
consider how budgetary decisions may unfairly benefit communities at the intersection of race (e.g., 
women of color; LGBTQIA+ people of color; represented workers of color; etc.). The EBP is an equity lens 
that will help departments reflect on issues of equity through a process of answering specific, targeted 
questions.  

Be data driven: What data is driving your department’s budget decisions? What does this data tell us 
about how communities of color are faring, and how will we measure progress in these communities? If 
you are making decisions that may affect specific King County communities, use the Equity Index to help 
inform your decisions. If you are making decisions that affect Port employees, refer to the Equity 
Assessment and Women of Color Assessment to guide you. Additionally, consider your WMBE and 
Diversity in Contracting goals. What resources do you need to meet those goals? How can you reflect 
that commitment in your budget? 

Be accountable: Every department has an important role in reducing inequities; from fairness in hiring 
and promotions, providing equitable services for communities throughout our region, facilitating 
community participation and engagement, or creating greater opportunities in contracting. Additionally, 
starting in 2023, every department is required to set annual equity goals (Equity 
Assessment Recommendation #31). Your budget is a statement of your values and priorities. Through it, 

https://compass.portseattle.org/page/women-color-assessment-report
https://www.portseattle.org/equityindex
https://compass.portseattle.org/page/edi-assessment-report-and-recommendations
https://compass.portseattle.org/page/edi-assessment-report-and-recommendations
https://compass.portseattle.org/page/women-color-assessment-report
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make a departmental commitment to advance equity within our organization and in our region, and 
connect it to your department’s equity goals. 

Strengthen equitable community engagement efforts: To achieve meaningful and equitable results, 
departments need to work in partnership with the communities who are impacted by their work. These 
communities can be internal (i.e., Port staff) or external. It is essential to budget time and resources to 
partner with, or at the very least, incorporate the voice of, those most impacted by your department’s 
work.   
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EQUITY IN BUDGETING INSTRUCTIONS 

At the Division Level 

Every Division will assess their department’s budget for items that qualify as equity spending according 
to the criteria outlined below. This information will be submitted and tracked through Adaptive Insights, 
the Port’s budget system, and the information will be used to help us understand how our budgets are 
aligning with our equity values and where we are spending money to advance equity.  

Please follow these steps to assess your budgets for items that qualify as equity spending.  

Step 1: The Port defines equity spending according to the three elements listed below. For a budget 
item to qualify as equity spending, it must meet at least one of the three elements. Please measure 
budget items against these definitions, and if a budget item meets at least one of these elements, then 
proceed to Step 2. This step is simply a filter to determine if an item qualifies as equity spending. You do 
not need to record which definition a budget item fulfills.  

Note: Per the Equity Policy Directive, Equity Spending only focuses on tracking operating expenses.  

If a budget item does not meet one of these definitions, then it does not qualify as equity spending, and 
you can continue to the next budget item.  

A budget item is classified as equity spending if it:  

1. Invests directly in structurally excluded communities, either through grants, contracts, programs, 
sponsorships, or dedicated facilities.  

2. Invests in businesses and individuals outside of the Port to help us realize our internal and 
external equity priorities.  

3. Invests in Port employees whose essential work functions were designed to primarily focus on 
advancing equity work.  

Step 2: If the budget item meets one of the above three definitions, then please sort the item into the 
most applicable category below. If the item could fit into multiple categories, please either select the 
category that it was assigned in a previous year or consult with OEDI.  Please record the corresponding 
category in Adaptative Insights.  

A. Advancing Diversity – a budget item that increases diversity (race, gender, income, etc.) 
internally and/or externally.  

B. Supplier Diversity – a budget item that builds the capacity of WMBEs or DBEs, grows the pool of 
WMBEs or DBEs, and/or strengthen the Port’s ability to contract with WMBEs or DBEs.  

C. Removing Systemic Barriers – a budget item used to address and change policies, programs, and 
systems that create disproportionate access to opportunities, information, and services.  

D. Engagement – a budget item used to engage BIPOC communities and/or structurally excluded 
communities.  

E. Community Investments – a budget item that invests in BIPOC communities and/or structurally 
excluded communities.  

F. Environmental Justice – a budget item that addresses and/or improves environmental issues that 
disproportionately affect BIPOC and/or structurally excluded communities.  
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Step 3: Answer the following questions, using this Word document, regarding your 2023 and 2024 
budgets. Please open file in the Word Application. It will not function properly in the browser.  

1. Did you have difficulty spending your budgeted equity dollars in 2023? And if so, why?   
2. In your 2024 budget, how did your Division choose to prioritize equity programs with the 

available budget?   
3. How did you engage with staff and/or community during the 2024 budget process?   
4. What new items have you added related to Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion in your 2024 budget 

(new requests and baseline budget)?  

At the Department Level 

In addition to tracking budget items at the Division level that qualify as equity spending, all 
Departments must answer the following questions by September 8, 2023 using this Microsoft Form. 
Below in italics are the questions you will answer in the Microsoft Form. 

Your answers should be thorough and show clear evidence that these questions (and your answers to 
them) influenced the creation of your budget. Departments’ answers to these questions will be used to 
inform Division-level budget presentations. On a weekly basis, Meridith Fishkin and Randee Autrand will 
provide identified Division-level staff with the data submitted through the Microsoft Form. 

Your department has been actively working with your Change Team Member(s) to set department-
specific equity goals for the last two years. Please review your equity goals with your Change Team 
Member(s) and respond to the following:   

1. Select your Division. 
2. Which Department(s) are you answering for?  Please provide a single department ORG number 

or list multiple department ORG numbers, separated by a comma.  If your draft department 
Equity Goals differ by department under a shared director, consider submitting responses by 
ORG. 

3. How does your proposed budget align with your department’s draft annual equity goals? 
4. OEDI is offering a comprehensive suite of training and learning opportunities for Port employees. 

Does your department need additional or specialized training that OEDI is not currently offering? 
If so, please propose this cost in your budget asks.  

5. Has the external training, education, and development for all team members been discussed and 
taken into consideration in your proposed budget? 

6. How did you engage with your department’s staff, other Port staff, and/or external stakeholders 
or communities during the budget process? 

  

https://portseattle.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/sites/fbcompass/Shared%20Documents/Equity%20in%20Budgeting/2024/Division%20Questions%20Template%20-%20Final.docx?d=wdae2335178474d1ea9b935c4a1d69eaf&csf=1&web=1&e=yq6geO
https://forms.office.com/g/qwCh1D7Nd6
https://forms.office.com/g/qwCh1D7Nd6
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TERMINOLOGY 

Equity in Budgeting Playbook: is a tool designed to integrate explicit considerations of racial equity into 
decisions, including policies, practices, programs, and ultimately, Departmental budgets. Using this tool 
will help you develop strategies and actions that reduce inequities, with a particular focus on racial 
inequities, and improve success for everyone. 

Anti-Racism: the work of actively opposing racism by advocating for changes in political, economic, and 
social life. Anti-racism tends to be an individualized approach and set up in opposition to individual 
racist behaviors and impacts. 

Communities of Color: refers broadly to group of people who hold racial identities that are not White. It 
can also be used to refer to a geographically distinct area where the population of color, expressed as a 
percentage of the total population in that area, is higher than the population of color in the surrounding 
areas. Communities of color can also be referred to as Black, Indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC).  

Diversity in Contracting: In January 2018, the Port of Seattle Commission passed the Diversity in 
Contracting Policy Directive (Resolution 3737) with the purpose of increasing the participation of women 
and minority business enterprises (WMBE) in the Port's contracting for public works, consulting services, 
supplies, material, equipment, and other services. This directive works to identify affirmative efforts to 
afford WMBE enterprises the opportunity to meaningfully participate in Port of Seattle contracts. 

Equality: means the same amount of power, opportunities, and resources are distributed to everyone 
with the assumption that everyone starts in the same place and has the same needs.  

Equity: means the fair treatment, access, opportunity, and advancement for all people while striving to 
identify and eliminate barriers that have prevented the full participation of historically oppressed 
communities. Improving equity involves increasing justice and fairness with the procedures and 
processes of institutions or systems and a fair, intentional distribution of resources. It is important to 
note that equity is about addressing patterns of disparities among groups of people, not necessarily the 
experiences of single individuals.  

Equity Index: is a tool created by the Port of Seattle that displays a visual representation and ranking of 
environmental pollutants and social inequities for each census block group in King County. The equity 
index is made up of 21 indicators within 4 main categories, including: economic opportunity, livability, 
accessibility, and environmental. The rankings in the index are relative to each other across King County. 
If an area has a high ranking, it is high in comparison to the rest of King County. When looking at King 
County as a whole, those are the average ranking across the county. 

Equity Lens: a critical thinking approach to undoing institutional and structural racism, which evaluates 
burdens, benefits, and outcomes to under-served communities. 

Intersectionality: means the interconnected nature of social categorizations such as race, class, and 
gender as they apply to a given individual or group, regarded as creating overlapping and 
interdependent systems of discrimination or disadvantage. The term was originally coined in 1989 by 
Kimberlé Crenshaw.  

https://www.portseattle.org/sites/default/files/2018-06/Diversity%20In%20Contracting%20Policy%20-%20Resolution%203737.pdf
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Low-income Communities: refers to census tracts with a poverty rate of at least 20 percent or a median 
family income 80 percent or less than the area it is benchmarked against. Low-income communities are 
considered structurally excluded communities, and the Port’s Equity Index is a useful resource in 
identifying these communities.  

Racial Equity Lens/Framework: means an analytical tool, or series of questions, that helps a team or 
group understand the impacts of their decisions as it relates to racial equity, implicit and explicit bias, 
and individual, institutional, and structural racism. 

Structurally Excluded Communities: means people that historically and currently do not have equitable 
resources, access to infrastructure, healthy environments, housing choice, etc. Due to historical 
inequitable policies and practices, disparities may be recognized in both access to services and 
outcomes.  

Women or Minority-Owned Business (WMBE): means a business that is at least 51 percent owned and 
controlled by women and/or minority (including, but not limited to African Americans, Native 
Americans, Asians, and Latino) group members.  

A note about WMBE/DBE versus Equity Spending – The Port tracks WMBE/DBE spending through 
our Diversity and Contracting Department, which measures the amount of money that we 
contract out to WMBEs and DBEs and the number of WMBEs and DBEs that we contract with. In 
tracking Equity Spending, please do not include any WMBE/DBE contract spending that is 
separately reported by Diversity in Contracting so that we are not double counting our work.  

 


